A Garden For Change

Activity Book

A project of RISE St. James in partnership with The Story of Stuff Project created in honor of Black History Month, February 2024. The art is inspired by the video "Sharon Lavigne's Story of RISE St. James" in The World We Need video series. Watch this video at bit.ly/sharonstjames
Let's pick pecans.

It doesn't taste the same as when I was younger.
Let’s walk into the garden.
Let’s taste the fruits.
Grandma, why do the lemons have brown spots?

It's because the soil is polluted.
How can we eat from a garden that is being polluted?

We have to find ways to make a garden. We must cover the plants. We have to make our own greenhouse.
Until we make our own garden, do not eat from these trees.
Why is the grass yellow instead of green?

The grass is yellow because of the pollution.
That's not right, Grandma. What can we do about this?

We have to find a solution.
While you’re in school, learn about the environment and the pollution.
We learned a lot about the environment in school!

I want to be a scientist when I grow up.

Grandma, we're going to have a clean garden and healthy foods when I grow up.
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